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GameSir G8 Galileo Wireless Controller with Phone Holder
Discover a new dimension of mobile entertainment with the GameSir G8 Galileo wireless controller. This revolutionary gadget changes
the way you play on your smartphone by combining wireless convenience with advanced features that cater to every gamer. Whether
you're a dedicated mobile gamer or looking for a more comfortable way to enjoy games, the GameSir G8 Galileo is designed just for you.
 
Gaming and Charging Simultaneously
The GameSir G8 Galileo is equipped with an innovative pass-through charging feature, allowing you to enjoy gaming without worrying
about your phone running out of battery. It's the perfect solution for long gaming sessions where uninterrupted gameplay is crucial.
 
Precision Control with GameSir Hall Effect Joysticks
The control sticks utilizing Hall  Effect technology ensure 360° precision. Designed for demanding gamers, these sticks provide smooth
movements and long-lasting durability, essential for dynamic mobile games.
 
Comfort and Versatility
The GameSir G8 Galileo controller has an ergonomic shape and is lightweight (weighing only 252g), making it comfortable even during
long gaming sessions. Its compact dimensions (217 x 107 x 54mm) make it easy to carry and store.
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Compatibility with Various Devices
With  the  phone  holder,  the  GameSir  G8  Galileo  is  ideal  for  various  mobile  device  sizes.  Additionally,  the  controller  features  a  3.5mm
audio jack, allowing you to connect headphones for better sound quality during gameplay.
 
Package Contents:
  Controller x 1
  Low joystick x 1
  High joystick x 1
  Round joystick x 1
  User manual x 1
  Thanks and post-sales service card x 1
  GameSir sticker x 1
  Certificate x 1
   
  
Specifications:
  
    
      BrandGameSir
      ModelG8 Galileo
      3.5mm Audio JackYes
      Analog TriggersYes
      Pass-Through ChargingYes
      Dimensions217 x 107 x 54mm
      Weight252g
    
  

Preço:

€ 87.99

Jogos, Gaming controllers
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